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1 - Introduction

This document is the result of an assessment study of the PDAP protocol in the frame of
EuroPlaNet IDIS. PDAP is defined by the IPDA to access Planetary Science data, currently in
version 1.0.

This study was started on Jan 2010 at the Toulouse General Meeting of IDIS, and
finalized at the Paris GM in 2011. The objective was to determine if PDAP is usable as a basic
protocol to access the future IDIS planetary science VO, and possibly to propose extensions to
the current version. This report is not necessarily complete nor even consistent (proposals
written in red may be on the border), but it list the areas where the current definition of PDAP
prevents to decide if it can be used as the main protocol in IDIS.

1.1 - EuroPlaNet-IDIS VO

A general scheme is proposed in the document "Proposed architecture for EuroPlaNet-IDIS
Virtual Observatory" [RD2] and is summarized in Fig. 1. The underlying mechanisms are
consistent with the PDAP protocol.

Fig.1 : overall scheme proposed for EuroPlaNet VO
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In this architecture, PDAP is considered for use at two levels:
- to query data services form the space agencies (PSA at least, and possibly PDS and DARTS)
- as the default protocol implemented on new IDIS data services

Details of implementation and open questions are contained in [RD2].

The present document provides results from assessment studies conducted at VO-Paris
and CDPP, enlarged after interaction with potential data providers and VO users. It contains
recommendations, remarks and suggestions for extensions of PDAP in the context of the IDIS-
VO project. These remarks will be iterated with the IPDA through an IDIS working group.

2 - Generals comments

2.1 - Assessment studies

Although PDAP is generally consistent with the needs of IDIS, several issues have been
evidenced during assessment and tentative implementation.

• PDAP is implicitly based on a “PDS data model”, which has no formal definition or
existence. The utype=”pds:<…>” syntax used in [RD1] is expected to refer to an XML definition
of the PDS data model, but it is unclear if such a thing is actually available. At any rate, the pds:
namespace would more consistently be replaced by ipda:.

• PDAP syntax and vocabulary are directly derived from the PDS format, and are clearly
intended to address PDS data sets in priority. PDAP relies on associations of keywords (e.g.
TARGET_NAME) and values (e.g. GANYMEDE) to describe the data. Many PDAP keywords are
derived from the PDS and possible values are from the PDS dictionary [RD5], although this is
implicit in the current version of [RD1]. Consequently, PDAP currently provides no support for
telescopic and experimental (laboratory) data sets, because many values required in these fields
are simply not present in the PDS dictionary.

• PDAP seems to rely on PDS evolutions to maintain these dictionaries, i. e. it relies on
an external authority (again this is not explicit). Whenever requests to enlarge the PDS
dictionary are needed, this may delay implementation of new data services to an unacceptable
level, and may also result in conflicts with the PDS authority. It is stressed that the dictionary
apparently used by PDAP ([RD5]) does not include the reference standard values in many cases
(which are usually provided by IAU, e.g. official names for small bodies).
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• In  the current scheme the RESOURCE_CLASS parameter is used for several purposes:
it may refer to the level of granularity (DATA_SET vs PRODUCT), to the product class  (e. g.
MAP_PROJECTED), or to a service (METADATA). This prevents using this parameter to identify
data sets containing a special class of product, which may become an issue in some situations. It
may be better to have a keyword such as RESOURCE_TYPE (or RESOURCE_CAPABILITY?) to pass
the type of data object (e. g. MAP_PROJECTED, SPECTRUM…) independently of granularity level.

• There is a bit of confusion concerning the use of resource types. PDAP input
parameters seem to be defined together with the resource type. One of the main drawback is
that it is extremely difficult to send query about not-yet defined resource types (e.g. how to
handle spectral data if no Spectral resource type is already defined?)

• An implicit assumption seems to be that PDS keywords would still allow to define the
parameters when no resource type is defined, but this is not true in general. In the same
example, there is simply no PDS keyword that clearly identifies spectral observations. In addition,
all PDS keywords are not expected to apply to all data sets.

• More generally, it seems that a keyword providing the kind of observation or
measurement should be added (with values such as: Imaging spectroscopy, orbital imaging, sky
imaging, atmospheric profile… see section 4.1).

• There is an ambiguity about the use of parameters and resource types: the document
does not define a default action when the query includes non-supported parameters, or a
mixture of resource type and parameters not belonging to this type (e.g. SPECTRAL_RANGE=***
and RESOURCE_CLASS=MAP_PROJECTED).

• PDAP seems to be designed mostly to query large data services (e. g. the PSA)
containing many data sets. However, section 6.1 of [RD1] appears to be inconsistent: if the
METADATA service returns all the metadata supported by the data service (as in the example),
it will not be very helpful for large services containing tens of data sets. The expected answer is
rather a list of supported metadata for each data set, or restrained to an individual data set. It
seems therefore that a mandatory input parameter for this class must be DATA_SET_ID.

2.2 Recommendations

• Use of dictionaries from a higher-level authority is suggested whenever relevant. In
particular, Solar System body names are officially defined and referenced by the IAU. The PDS
dictionary is both incomplete and non-standard in this regard. Correspondence between PDS and
IAU values can be made using a name resolver such as the prototype developed at VO-Paris (see
below).
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• Coordinate systems such as sky coordinates & time should be defined according to
the IVOA STC standard. In a broader sense (including also spectral axes…) the FITS 3.0
standard, maintained by IAU, provides handy solutions (see [RD4]).

• Explicit references to coordinate systems must always be included in answers to PDAP
queries. For instance, answers to queries concerning MAP_PROJECTED products must include a
mention of the long/lat coordinate system in use for this data set (e.g. MDIM 2.0 or MDIM 2.1 on
Mars…). Practically this must be included in the VOTable returned to answer the query.

• We propose that queries only return positive matches; in other words, input
parameters are always used to restrain the scope of the query and the number of answers.
Whenever an input parameter is not defined for the service, the service should find no match.
For instance:

metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=MARS&SPECTRAL_RANGE=***&RESOURCE_CLASS=MAP_PROJEC
TED

should only return data of Mars located in latitude/longitude with a spectral dimension (not
map_projected products with no spectral information).

• The use of undefined (non-PDAP) parameters should not raise errors, to allow data
providers to develop and implement extensions in their services (such as not-yet-defined-
parameters related to resources classes in assessment). The adopted behavior has to be made
explicit in the standard, since it will have to be implemented in the data services, and cannot be
left to the data providers’ mood.

• Product type (MAP_PROJECTED…) is best defined independently from granularity level
(DATA_SET vs PRODUCT). The use of two different keywords is recommended as mentioned
above.

3 - Proposed new parameters

3.1 Coordinate systems

The coordinate system used to locate the data must be accessible in answers to queries.
Several cases exist, including:
- Sky images. The target is usually located using its RA/DEC (alpha/delta) coordinates. The FITS
format includes a basic description (through EQUINOX and RADESYS keywords), while the IVOA
STC standard provides a broader definition of possible systems. The latter is recommended.
- Planetary surface images. The data are usually located in longitude/latitude. The coordinate
system can be either planetocentric or planetographic, and the corresponding IAU convention
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applies. The exact system of parameters used must also be indicated (i.e., rotational
parameters, surface ellipsoid, control network…). Examples of values include: MDIM 2.0, MDIM
2.1, ULCN1994, Clementine CN… In the long run, this can be proposed as an extension to the
IVOA’s STC.
- On small bodies, the shape model in use must be referred to, perhaps using a publication name
or Spice kernel name, whenever available.
- Atmospheric measurements are often located both in longitude/latitude and in altitude.
Integrated lines of sight are probably best defined by the coordinates of the tangent point, or
possibly by their extremities. Again, the coordinate system must be specified.
- Support for ground stations / rover measurements is discussed at the PDS geoscience node.
- Plasma/heliospheric coordinates are discussed e.g. within the HELIO project [RD6].

At least one extra parameter must be mandatorily supported by the DATA_SET and
PRODUCT resource classes, providing reference to the coordinate system in use.

This can be done using a COORDINATE_SYSTEM_ID keyword similar to the PDS one,
although the PDS standard values do not match the sense expressed here.

3.2 Time coordinates

Time coordinates are also defined precisely in the IVOA STC standard. However the PDS
uses a specific system that must also be handled by PDAP.
- UTC: This quantity is provided as an ISO string. In the PDS this is always the on-board time
given by a clock synchronized at launch (this is different from the FITS convention, which
assumes Earth based time). Therefore, PDS-like UTC must be corrected from the light-path when
comparing measurements of the same event taken from different locations in the solar system.
The "flavor" of UTC in use must be described somehow (ground-based or local).
- SCET: often the acquisition time is available in native format, which depends on the mission.
This is often the number of seconds after launch, preceded by a reset number.

Again, a keyword such as TIME_SYSTEM_ID could accommodate this information, an
should be supported.

Handling multi-spacecraft observations requires the ability to follow 4D time lines (i.e.
compute the time when the event reaches a certain location in the Solar System), or to
translate all time stamps to a common location (either the place of event, or the Earth location
at the time the event reaches the Earth). SPICE probably addresses this problem in general. A
similar but more tricky problem arises when the event itself is propagating.

It is stressed that the current PDAP definition uses a special syntax for time bounds
(STOP_TIME and START_TIME), whereas the range syntax defined in Appendix A of [RD1] should
apply (there is nothing special regarding the time axis).
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3.3 Origin of data

[RD1] is apparently restrained to space-borne data, since it uses both MISSION_NAME
and INSTRUMENT_NAME keywords from the PDS. We propose to enlarge these keywords (or
replace them) so that they can handle ground-based observations and experimental
measurements as well (and in the future, simulation results).

MISSION_NAME should provide the value of the spacecraft, observatory, or experimental
facility. For this reason, it may be best changed or completed with a broader keyword (a
keyword similar to the PDS INSTRUMENT_HOST_NAME could do). The possible values should be
enlarged to telescope names (or their IAU code), and some encoding for experimental facilities
(such as EPNxx for Europlanet TNA3 facilities). Orbital observatories must also be handled, even
though most of them do not currently have an IAU code.

INSTRUMENT_NAME is also from the PDS where it naturally provides the name of the
instrument. A list of ground-based instruments may be available from IAU. Concerning space
borne instruments, it is stressed that the PDS usage of INSTRUMENT_NAME is certainly not the
one we want to implement: nobody would like to enter "VISIBLE AND INFRARED THERMAL
IMAGING SPECTROMETER" instead of VIRTIS.

IAU observatory codes are available here:
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/iau/lists/ObsCodesF.html

3.4 Spectral coordinates

A classical ambiguity is related to the use of either frequency or wavelength scales by
different communities, even though they are not proportional. For this reason, a coordinate
frame must also be defined for spectral data. Such a definition exists in the FITS 3.0 standard.

The spectral frame definition includes:
spectral axis / scale (wavelength, frequency, wavenumber, velocity…)
unit (µm, Hz, cm-1…)
spectral range (start / stop values)

3.5 Modifications to PRODUCT and DATA_SET

It will be extremely helpful to access a short descriptor of the type of measurements
available in a dataset or a data product. The ability to query this keyword at the data set level
will especially facilitate serendipitous approaches to the planetary VO, e. g. allowing the user to
discover data sets unknown to the user. The existing INSTRUMENT_TYPE keyword is not
expected to provide enough information, since it tells nothing about derived products.
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We therefore propose that a keyword such as OBSERVATION_TYPE be also mandatorily
supported at least for the DATA_SET resource class, and possibly also for the PRODUCT
resource class. A first list of possible values is available in the PDS standard. This keyword is
expected to take several values within the same data set.

metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=MARS&OBSERVATION_TYPE=ATMOSPHERIC_PROFILES&RESOUR
CE_CLASS=DATA_SET

For the same reason, it is clear that MISSION_NAME must not be mandatory in a query.

Concerning PRODUCT queries, the structure of the pointer to the data has to be defined
cautiously. Although the granularity of the data set has to be respected, it is stressed that in
many occasions the data are actually spread on several different files. For example, the pointer
to a PDS detached label file has to include both the label and the data files; pointing to the label
only would not suffice to locate the corresponding data file in general.

3.6 Data format

To generalize the use of PDAP, the data format should be a mandatory parameter in
answers (it is implicitly expected to be always PDS in the current version). This is required to
indicate how to actually read the data and plot them. A keyword such as MIME_TYPE could be
used for this purpose, with values such as FITS, VOTABLE, PDS3…

4 - Proposed extensions to RESOURCE_CLASS

4.1 MAP_PROJECTED

In the current version, MAP_PROJECTED is the only “resource type” already defined.

• There is an ambiguity in the PDAP document about the resource class name (either
MAP_PROJECTED or MAP_PROJECTED_PRODUCT).

• The footprint description seems to be based on a system once in use at the PSA. We stress
the importance of using a system that is KML consistent, i.e. which at least translates easily to
KML format. This would greatly facilitate the interface with GIS tools.

• The scope of this class may be too broad. for instance, it may be difficult to define a class for
spectral imaging products in addition to, and with no conflict with MAP_PROJECTED.
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4.2 SPECTRUM

In addition to the general PDAP parameters, this class must implement specific
parameters defining the spectral range. It is stressed that no PDS keywords actually define such
quantities. The MRO spectral library uses a generic description:

SAMPLING_PARAMETER_NAME  ("WAVELENGTH"…)
MINIMUM_SAMPLING_PARAMETER (2.550000000 <MICROMETERS>…)
MAXIMUM_SAMPLING_PARAMETER   (2.952000000 <MICROMETERS>…)
SAMPLING_PARAMETER_INTERVAL (0.004000000 <MICROMETERS>…) (for spectral step)
SAMPLING_PARAMETER_UNIT  ("MICROMETER"…)

This solution is not very practical, since other axes may exist in the same data file for
other quantities (e.g. in spectral cubes). Instead, we propose to use non-PDS parameters
inspired from FITS 3.0:

SPECTRAL_AXIS or SPECTRAL_SCALE (wavelength, frequency, wavenumber, velocity…)
SPECTRAL_AXIS_UNIT (µm, Hz, cm-1…),
min/max values for the range,
SPECTRAL_STEP (scalar, for spectral resolution) or SPECTRAL_VALUES (array, providing all
wavelengths),
SPECTRAL_WIDTH (scalar or array, for FWHM)

Possible input parameters are range, step, and width, with specification of
SPECTRAL_AXIS and SPECTRAL_AXIS_UNIT. Query values must be converted in data set units so
that all spectral data sets can be queried.

Output parameters should be all the above ones.

In addition, the parameters below are used to describe the values themselves. Some of
them may be used in queries:
SPECTRAL_QUANTITY (radiance, irradiance, reflectance, I/F…),
SPECTRAL_UNIT (W/m2/s/sr, W/m2/s, dimensionless…),
SPECTRAL_UNCERTAINTY (same unit)

It is stressed that queries using spectral parameters are generally done on data sets, not
on products (they would return the list of all data files from a given experiment). Therefore, this
resource class is not really required but the parameters should be defined to document the data
sets.
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4.3 TIME_SERIES

A similar system may be used, with the difference that the TIME_SCALE keyword should
introduce the time / date encoding, and the TIME_UNIT keyword may have has little sense (it
can be defined by the scale).

4.4 SKY_IMAGE

Intended to query images of solar system bodies on sky background, with sky
coordinates. Geographic coordinates are often unknown, or irrelevant when the target is not
resolved. Central longitude or sub-observer coordinates may be enough; phase angle may be
mandatory.

In addition to these extensions, the curent use of RESOURCE_CLASS to call services
could be enlarged:

4.5 Name resolver

It may be difficult to translate a user’s request into a valid query addressed to the
catalogue, mostly because of inadequate values provided in the user’s query. However, there are
many usual appellations for asteroids and comets (e.g. Ceres vs 1-Ceres…), and it may be
difficult to identify the standard one. The user must not be blocked in his search just because he
is not aware of this standard form. A name resolver system is therefore required to process user
queries correctly, in particular for target names. Such a name resolver has been studied in
preliminary developments of the SSODnet service at VO-Paris — a development version
(currently restricted) is implemented as a service using PDAP syntax, and is available at :

https://vodev.imcce.fr/webservices/ssodnet/?forms

It is proposed here to implement the name resolver as a pair of new PDAP resource
classes, following the use of the VO-Paris demonstrator:

metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=CERES&RESOURCE_CLASS=TARGET

returns the standard name corresponding to the entry. Standard values are taken from the IAU
Minor Planet Center list (probably different from the PDS’).
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metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=CERES&START_TIME=****&RESOURCE_CLASS=RESOLVER

returns the standard name with the RA/DEC location at the given time (following IVOA usage of
the “RESOLVER” keyword). The answer can then be used to query data servers for this target.

It can be also considered to enlarge the resolver to address other quantities, for example
MISSION_NAME — in which case the resource class name is best changed to another value (e.g.
NAME instead of TARGET):

metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=CERES&RESOURCE_CLASS=NAME
metadata.jsp?MISSION_NAME=VEx&RESOURCE_CLASS=NAME

The number of input parameters in such queries may have to be restrained to one.
Possible input parameters include:

TARGET_NAME
MISSION_NAME
INSTRUMENT_NAME
*_UNIT

The name resolver must also be usable in the other direction: to identify the correct
target name in the available services — otherwise, datasets using "Ceres" or "1-Ceres" could
not be queried simultaneously.

4.6 Values

It seems that the user will need to access the list of possible values for a given
parameter, so there should be an easy way to get them. This can be done using a specific
service RESOURCE_CLASS, such as (TBC):

metadata.jsp?OBSERVATION_TYPE=**&RESOURCE_CLASS=VALUES

output = all possible values in dictionary
input = any possible value, not used?

4.7 Access to other services

Call to Skybot may be handled through a specific request such as:

metadata.jsp?TARGET_NAME=CERES&START_TIME=***&RESOURCE_CLASS=SKYBOT
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which would returns coordinates at a given date. Alternatively, this service may be handled by
the resolver, by simply passing the query to the Skybot server (this is how it is currently handled
in the VO-Paris demonstrator).

A cone search service may also be accessible this way on the basis of the Simple Cone
Search VO protocol (which is now deprecated and replaced by TAP). This will require further
assessment.


